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Elementary



Kamila  Pintado  
Ms. Alonso-PreK

Kamila likes to help her friends 
and her teacher. She works 
hard in all the activities and 
encourages others to try their 
best.  She will go out of her way 
to say something nice or to help 
them when they are sad. She is 
a very cooperative student.



Samantha Melendez
Ms. Sayre-PreK

Samantha consistently 
completes her assignments in 
class as well as at home. She 
has a great work ethic that is 
supported by her parents. 
Samantha sets an example for 
others to follow and shows 
cooperation each day.



David Gutierrez
Ms. Cruz-PreK

David G. is the most cooperative 
student we have in the class. He 
shows his cooperative behavior 
through interaction with the other 
students and with the teacher. For 
example, he shares the toys he is 
playing with while in the centers, 
such as blocks, or the animal toys. 
David is a pleasure to have in class.



Gleyk Morales
Ms. Cox-Kindergarten

Gleyk is a hard-working student. 
She is always on task.  Gleyk is 
very cooperative in class by 
always helping her peers and is 
a team leader when we work in 
groups.



Malani Costoso
Ms. Perez-Kindergarten

Malani is very cooperative in 
class. She shows leadership 
qualities by always helping 
her peers. She is a good 
team leader when we work 
in groups.



Elizabeth Hernandez
Ms. Vasquez-Kindergarten

Elizabeth is persistent, 
follows directions, and is a 
hard-working student.  She 
is a role model to her peers  
by being cooperative with 
everyone she meets. 



Brianna  Bartolo
Ms. Ortiz-1st Grade

Brianna shows cooperation by 
following directions and working 
well with others.  She always has 
a smile on her face and shows 
kindness to others.



Stephanie Vazquez
Ms. Noel-1st Grade

Stephanie is determined and 
always strives to do her best. 
Stephanie’s behavior creates an 
atmosphere of kindness and 
cooperation. It is a pleasure to 
nominate Stephanie as student 
of the month for March.



Justice Woods
Ms. Gonzalez-1st Grade

Justice is determined and has 
become an excellent reader! He 
is more cooperative with his 
teachers and classmates since 
the beginning of school. It is a 
pleasure to nominate Justice as 
student of the month.



Diago Gasso
Ms. Potter-1st Grade

Diago shows cooperation by
working very well with his 
classmates and helps with various 
tasks.  He is a pleasure to have in 
class.



Stephany Milan
Ms. Montes-1st Grade

Stephany demonstrates cooperation 
by helping her classmates with various 
tasks.  She helps organize the areas of 
the classroom and assists students  
when they need help.  



Ayadna Pupo
Ms. Howard-2nd Grade

Ayadna was selected for Student 
of the Month because she 
demonstrates cooperation by 
working with her peers and 
teachers. She eagerly volunteers 
to assist in classroom chores, and 
reminders. 



Emily Cano-Montero
Ms. Sotolongo-2nd Grade

Emily is always thinking of others and 
shows cooperation by helping her 
classmates. She is kind to everyone 
with her words and her actions. Emily 
works well independently and in 
small groups.



Ava Vilchez
Ms. Chambers- 2nd Grade

Ava is very cooperative in 
class. She shows leadership 
qualities by always helping 
her peers. She is a good 
team leader when we work 
in groups.



Andy Rojas 
Ms. Nieves-2nd Grade

Andy demonstrates cooperation by helping his classmates. He 

works very hard at completing his work every day.  It is a 

pleasure having Andy in our class.



Jason Gonzalez
Ms. Mobley-4th Grade

Jason has really improved in his academics. 
His willingness to learn and assist others 
makes him standout amongst his peers. He 
cooperates in group activities. Jason is very 
inquisitive and tries to learn new things daily.



Isabella Andino
Ms. Batista-4th Grade

Isabella Andino is the student of the 
month because she demonstrates 
cooperation by having great 
relationships with her peers. 
Isabella is a helper for different 
class activities.



Angelika Padilla 
Ms. Moran-4th Grade

Angelika is a team leader in my classroom. 
I have witnessed her leaving her seat to 
help a student who was struggling with a 
problem, while I was helping others. 
Angelika is always eager to help me with 
special tasks and demonstrates 
cooperation by completing everyday 
responsibilities. 



Brandon Castaneda
Ms. Tumbeiro-5th Grade

Brandon is a hardworking and 
dedicated student who always 
enters the classroom with a 
positive attitude. He cooperates 
with his peers and is supportive 
of others.



Khanh Dang
Ms. Edwards-5th Grade

Khahn has really blossomed since the 
beginning of the year. He teaches his 
fellow classmates his language and they 
teach him their language. He participates 
in class and has a bright smile.  Khanh
cooperates by working very well with his 
classmates and he helps me with various 
tasks.



Thank you!
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